Kürtőskalács, or chimney cake, is a Hungarian bakery specialty, made from sweet, yeast dough. The Hungarian lexeme kürtőskalács has two etymological explanations, and it has a lot of synonyms. The disputes over the paternity of this product between Romanian authorities and Hungarians have made us consider the history and origin of the term, the evolution of the recipe, and other additional information regarding linguistic, cultural, and translational implications (we have identified the first attempts to translate the recipe of the dish into Romanian). The very first written recipe known today dates back to 1784, when Gazda Aszszonyi Böltseségnek Tárháza, Dániel Istvánné Gróf Mária Mikes's cookery book was issued, although the word had been mentioned in much older documents. The name kürtőskalács has not penetrated the Romanian language yet, although attempts to translate its recipe can be spotted in the 19 th century. The words used by Romanians are either transcriptions or borrowings, or adapted or coined variants (cozonac secuiesc, colac secuiesc) or even calques (the case of tulnic, which is used to echo the phonetic similarity of kürt (trumpet) and kürtő (chimney stove) in Hungarian, as tulnic means a kind of trumpet). Our research focuses on the history of this product, the history of the words related to it, taking into account one of the most interesting parts of gastronomic literature, i.e. the history of cookery books.
Introduction
Kürtőskalács, or chimney cake, is a Hungarian bakery specialty which originates from Transylvania. It is made from sweet, yeast dough, which is striped and wrapped around a cone-shaped baking roll and baked above charcoal. The name kürtőskalács has two etymological explanations. One of these two competing explanations is that its name hints to the name of the stovepipe chimney, around ActA UniversitAtis sApientiAe, philologicA, 10, 3 (2018) 67-85 DOI: 110.2478 67-85 DOI: 110. /ausp-2018 which, they say, the dough was rotated until it was baked. What has brought this bakery product to public attention more than ever was the intention of the Romanian Ministry of Agriculture to patent it as a traditional Romanian product, or, more specifically, as a PGI (Protected Geographical Indication) product. That is why we wish to take a look at the history of this product, the history of the words related to it, taking into account one of the most interesting parts of gastronomic literature, i.e. the history of cookery books.
Cookery books in Hungary and in Romania
The bulk of the surviving Hungarian cookery books come from Transylvania (Radvánszky 1893: VII). Although relatively few cookbooks have survived physically, sources hint to the existence of numerous cookbooks in Hungarian in different castles and mansions, which proves the incredible richness of cookbooks in previous centuries in the Carpathian Basin. For instance, as Radvánszky puts it, a 1701 inventory of Count Miklós Bercsényi's belongings from Ungvár mentions nine cookery books owned by the noble's household, out of which two were handwritten manuscripts and seven printed cookbooks (inventory found in Thaly K. II Rákóczy Ferencz levéltára, volume 8, p. 807).
Nevertheless, only Misztótfalusi's Szakácsmesterségnek könyvecskéje [Little book of cookery] has survived in printed form, although it is stated on the front page of this book that it follows a series of other, earlier cookery books in Hungarian.
In what manuscripts are concerned, Radvánszky mentions two early writings which came to be printed in the 19 th century: Szakácssághoz való mesterség [The craft of cooking] (1580, discovered in Miklós Jankovics's library), edited by Radvánszky in his Családélet és háztartás, volume 3, 37-49) and Közétkeknek főzéséről való rövid feljegyzés [Notes on cooking dishes] (written in the 17 th century, discovered in Miklós Zrínyi's library and edited by László Toldi in Történelmi Tár 1881: 367, 569). András Szántó (1986: 72) also mentions a book dating from 1570, containing a book fragment, i.e. a collection of recipes, medicines, and related pieces of information and advice related to gardening. According to Szántó (1986: 17) , the cookery book edited and published by Radvánszky in 1893 is the oldest cookbook in Hungarian known so far. Besides these two cookbooks (Szakács mesterség edited and published by Radvánszky and Szent-Bendedeki Mihály szakácskönyve), until 1695, only private letters, diaries, and other writings contained recipes. In 1695 and in 1698, Tótfalusi Kis Miklós's Szakácsmesterségnek Könyvecskéje was published in Cluj, slightly preceded by A csáktornyai Zrínyi udvar szakácskönyve [The cookbook of the court of Zrínyi from Csáktornya] in manuscript. Most probably, the author of this 1695 cookbook knew Radvánszky's cookery book, or, even more likely, a common ancestor and source of both (Szántó 1986: 89 3. History of (the term) kürtöskalács Hantz et al. (2015) make up the genealogy of this bakery product (the Hungarian kürtőskalács, the German Baumkuchen, the Old German Ayrkuchen or Spiesskuchen, the Austrian Prügeltorte, the Saxon Baumstriezel, the Swedish spettekaka, the Slovak trdelnik, the Tchech trdlo, the Lituanian ragouli, and the French gâteau-a-la broche are all cakes prepared on rotated barrels). The forerunners of kürtöskalács can be found, according to Hantz et al. (2015) , in mediaeval German texts: a 1450 manuscript kept in a Heidelberg archive describes a cake cooked on a barrel (kuchen an eyne spiss), a 1485 official document refers to a type of wedding cake called Ayrkuchen, whereas a 1539 cookery book linked to a Dominican Catholic monastery provides a detailed recipe and description of this ancient chimney cake type. Hantz et al. also mention other sources where this cake is described (Spiesskuchen dorong-sütemény, 1450).
As we have already pointed out in Nagy (2016) , the etymology of kürtőskalács has been traced back to the noun kürt (horn) (cf. Pozsony 2013) or to kürtő (chimney-stack) (cf. Szabó T. et al. 2000) . Szabó T. states that kürtőskalács is the name most frequently used in Szeklerland, whereas botkalács and rudasfánk are forms used only outside Transylvania.
According to Hantz et al. (2015) , the very first written document mentioning the term kürtöskalács dates back to 1679, Úzdiszentpéter, a document which disappeared from the Cluj archives (Kürtös Fánk sütéshez való (Szabó T. et al. 2000: 711-712) . Balázs Füreder in an article published in 2013 reinforces Szabó T's findings, according to which the term kürtőskalács was far earlier in use in Transylvania, its first written record being linked to the village of Úzdiszentpéter, where, an object used for baking chimney cake was put down during one of the inventories.
Zaicz (2006) states that the term kürtőskalács was first recorded in 1787, whereas the noun dorong is of Slavic origin, and it must have entered the Hungarian language before the 10 th century. Attila Szabó T. in his study A szó és az ember [The word and the man] mentions the usage of the word Kürtöskalács, kürtöskalács with reference to the tool with which this bakery product was prepared. Szabó T. et al. (2000: 710-711) consider that the name kürtöskalács was first used in written records earlier, in a 1723 letter sent by Countess Ferrati Lajosné Kálnoki Ágnes to Apor Péterné Kálnoki Borbála. As Attila Szabó T. puts it, the Hungarian name which survived up to now must have come from the name of the chimney-stack (kürtő), a viewpoint sustained by the fact that the Saxons living in Transylvania call this cake Schornsteinkuchen, which is a calque of the Hungarian compound noun kürtőskalács. In Régi magyar glosszárium. Szótárak, szójegyzékek és glosszák egyesített szótára [Old Hungarian glossary. A united dictionary of glossaries and dictionaries], the term kürtösasszony-mesterség is listed (in literal translation: chimney woman, most probably chimney-cakebaking woman, as the other possible interpretation, woman who plays the horn, is very unlikely) as a word first recorded in Gyöngyösi Szótártöredék in 1560 (Berrár-Károly 1984: 442). Nevertheless, further research is needed in this respect.
According to a glossary database of old Hungarian words (Régi magyar szavak magyarázó adatbázisa. Kihalt, elfeledett és kiveszőben lévő szavak, szóalakok és szójelentések magyarázata), the lexemes kürtősfánk and kürtőskalács are perfect synonyms. In Magyar tájszavak és népies lexikai elemek adatbázisa 25000 tájszó és népies szó magyarázata, köznyelvi értelmezése, gyakran ekvivalens szinonim szóval [A database of old Hungarian lexemes. The explanation of 25,000 dialectal and regional words and their synonyms], the terms botratekercs, dorongfánk, and kürtöskalács are total synonyms. Some authors 8 mention that Kürtös kalács was also known by the names botratekercs vagy dorongfánk, kürtőskalács, kürtősfánk, kürtőspánkó, or simply kürtős. Bán Jánosné, Béla Nagy J., and István Léstyán also reinforce the plurality of names in the case of kürtös kalács (kürtös fánk or kalács, botratekercs), but they deny that dorongfánk is the same as kürtös kalács on the premise that the form durungfánk has been collected in Veszprém County (in present-day Hungary). Dalos (2009) highlights that several names of kürtőskalács (kürtőskalács, kürtősfánk, kürtőspánkó) were in use in the eastern parts of the Carpathian Basin, and dorongfánk, botratekercs were used in the Western parts (the region known as Dunántúl). István Grencsy (1905) One of the most frequently cited sources featuring the term under analysis is the letter sent by Countess Feratti Bertalanné, Ágnes Kálnoki (living in Iaşi, in the court of the Moldavian Prince), in which the author tells her aunt, Apor Péterné Borbála Kálnoki, living in the Transylvanian village of Torja (Turia), that the wife of the Moldavian Prince would like her to send them the recipe of chimney cake. Péter Apor, author of Metamorphosis Transylvaniae, does not refer to this cake as a well-established product worth of including in the gallery of Transylvanian meals although the above mentioned letter proves that chimney cake was prepared in their household on a regular basis. Apor's Metamorphosis Transylvaniae (finished in 1736) rejects all German influence on Hungarian cooking and lifestyle, calling such phenomena náj módi 9 (Szántó 1986: 100). Hantz et al. (2015) explain this reluctant behaviour by the conservative Apor's probable resentment related to this fashion, which he attributed to the Austrians and/or Germans.
Towards the end of the 18 th century, the cookery book of Countess Mária Mikes (1736-1817; married to Dániel István in 1779) was published: Gazda Aszszonyi Böltseségnek Tárháza. Dániel Istvánné Gróf Mikes Mária. What we know for certain about Mária Mikes's cookery book is that the writer is unknown, all the recipes were written in Hungarian, and it was written in 1784.
Disputed Words of Disputed Territories: Whose Is Kürtőskalács?
Countess Anna Mária Mikes's cookbook includes 376 recipes overall, and it has three main parts and two secondary or hidden chapters. Part of this book is a reproduction of an older cookery book, Szakáts Könyv, from 1743. Mikes's cookery book presents many kalács recipes. This 1784 cookery book provides the first written record of the chimney cake's recipe called Porániné módja szerint kürtőskalács (in a literal translation: 'Chimney cake as Mrs Poráni makes it').
We cannot fail to notice that this habit of providing the proper names with recipes, accompanied by structures meaning "as it is prepared by", such as á la, módja szerint, or féle, is widespread in Hungarian gastronomic literature, and such names do not necessarily refer to the inventor of that kind of food, but they hint either to the person from whom the recipe was copied or to the famous person who liked it very much or to the person who first introduced it. It is hard to believe that Mrs Poráni was the woman who invented chimney cake as it had been known long before her time. Most probably she was either the cook in the household of Countess Mikes or she was the woman from whose recipe collection this recipe may have been copied.
Thus, this 1784 cookery book contains the first written record of the chimney cake recipe, at least as it is known today: Poraniné módja szerint kürtőskalács. As Füreder (2009) We have tried to research into some of the earliest cookbooks in Hungarian to check whether the name and/or the recipe of chimney cake was included in any of the cookbooks or manuscripts mentioned earlier. We have searched for the term in Anna Bornemissza's 1680 cookery book, and the product is mentioned under the name Botfánk in two places: on page 65 and on page 263, where the semantic identity between botfánk-kürtöskalács is also suggested. In this 1680 cookery book (in subchapter no 167, pp. 223-230), the recipe of chimney cake is provided (recipe no 20), without providing the name of the product (in fact, the whole chapter is a long, numbered list of recipes and cooking tips; the names of the 76 cooked meals are not given in any of the cases). Our findings are also consistent with Füreder (2013: 667) , whereas Mészáros (2010) states that this cookbook does not provide the recipe of chimney cake (see also Nagy 2016) .
István Czifray published his Legújabb Magyar szakácskönyv [Newest Hungarian cookbook] in 1816 (Pest), which later was improved and reprinted several times. Here one can find two variants of Kürtőskalács. Chimney cake is included here under the name Dorongfánk zsírban kirántva (recipe no 1241, in Czifray 1840:
430-431). Another very similar type of cake is recipe no 1231, on page 432, under the name Csöves fánk, which also mentions the tool, the barrel, with the help of which it is baked: csöves fánkvas (Czifray 1840: 426). Czifray's recipe was later reproduced by Zsuzsána Németh in 1858 under the name Nagy dorong fánk (Németh 1858: 180) . In the seventh edition of Pesti Szakácskönyv (1870, ed. by Magyar Gazdasszony, the cake is found under the name Dorong-fánk. Zsalovits Józsefné Teréz Doleskó, who became a famous cook and cookery book writer under the name Rézi néni, published the first edition of her Szegedi szakácskönyv in 1876. In this first edition, chimney cake has the name dorongfánk (1876: 238). In the seventh edition of this book, the recipe appears under the name Dorongfánk (recipe number 851, Szegedi szakácskönyv, 1901: 289 266, Guits 1904: 124) .
Despite the fact that the first recipe which survived is still considered the Mikes recipe, the cake itself must have been popular far earlier. Further manuscripts are still awaiting to be processed and analysed. Nevertheless, other documents might also be taken into consideration (inventories, ethnographic writings, diaries, literary texts, etc.). In the 18 th century, kürtöskalács was widespread all over the Hungarian-speaking regions, and Hantz et al. state that the other names -dorongos fánk, dorongfánk, and botra tekercs -are calques of the German word Baumkuchen. The very first non-gastronomic document containing the term dorongfán sütött kalács is the text of a 1789 comedy (cf. Hantz et al. 2015) . According to Füreder (2009) , cookery books are a conservative type of texts from a linguistic viewpoint as it takes time to include a recipe once it entered the gastronomic culture of a group. This may explain why the very first cookery books in Hungarian did not list kürtőskalács.
Kürtőskalács in Romanian gastronomic literature
Romanian cookery books do not mention chimney cake as a Romanian product although we should expect to have it included and described in at least some of the Romanian cookbooks, at least from the 20 th century. Kürtőskalács does not have its own name in Romanian; either calque (cozonac Kürtős) or total transformation (cozonac secuiesc) or transcription is used when attempting to include it in Romanian texts. It is the case of a typical semantic void, i.e. lacunes, blank spaces, or gaps, which refer to the situation in which for certain words from the source language there are no corresponding words in the target language simply because the referent which the linguistic unit refers to is specific to the source culture but not specific to the culture of the target language. Basically, a void is the "non-existence in one language of a one-word equivalent for a designatory term found in another. Voids are found only at word level" (Shuttelworth-Cowie 2007: 196) . There are four main types of semantic voids: a. environmental voids (untranslatability of natural phenomena): e.g. tundra, el Nino; b. cultural voids: religious and secular alike: e.g. bar mitzvah, cream tea, samovar; c. lexical voids: there is no single TL word for referents that are present in the speech community: e.g. Gemutlich and toska; d. syntactical voids: TL has a suitable equivalent, but it can be used only if some syntactical rearrangements are made: e.g. know-how or the Hungarian barátnő.
Environmental voids are usually translated with the help of transcription. Cultural voids can be translated with transcription and glossing, i.e. the addition of explanatory footnotes. With lexical voids, translators can choose between using a one-word equivalent, paraphrase, or omission. Kürtőskalács is a typical cultural void in point of the Romanian lexicon.
Lupescu (2000) does not list the chimney cake barrel among the instruments and cookery tools which were specific to traditional Romanian villages. Ţibacov (2005: 181) (Czifray 1840: 430-431) . However, the word bucium, a literal translation of kürt, has not been used with this sense ever since, meaning that the authors' attempt to establish a new name for a product borrowed from elsewhere did not succeed. Still, Buciume prăjite în unt might be the very first attempt to translate a chimney cake recipe into Romanian; nevertheless, neither buciume prăjite în unt nor tulnic came to designate the kind of dish that is known as kürtőskalács.
Conclusions
In the debate upon whose product kürtőskalács really is, the arguments provided by the media cannot be relied on as the most important reason for which they claim the product's nationality and ownership is the fact that Mrs Poráni must have been Romanian. What is more, Romanian newspaper articles state that the fact that she lived in Transylvania does not mean that she was Hungarian, it does not even mean that she was a Hungarian citizen, as she was a Habsburg citizen. In 1784, when Gazda Aszszonyi Böltseségnek Tárháza, Mária Mikes's cookery book was brought to light, Transylvania had a special status within the Habsburg Monarchy; it was an Austrian crownland but realm of the Hungarian Crown. The language in which the recipe is written is Hungarian, the name Porániné is also written according to the spelling rules of Hungarian language, and the very structure of the name itself shows that it is a Hungarian name. No one will tell who this much debated Mrs Poráni was, and it might be less important from a linguistic or etymological viewpoint.
Linguistically, kürtőskalács is definitely Hungarian. The Hungarian word kürtőskalács was mentioned centuries ago in written documents, the first written record of the recipe being also Hungarian. These are the most important reasons for which we consider that chimney cake is a traditional Hungarian dish, which survived best in the territories inhabited by Szeklers, in Transylvania, today part of the Romanian state. One must not forget that words like kürtőskalács, vargabéles, rétes, hájas, dobos, zserbó, lángos, usually transcribed into Romanian (varga beleş, reteş, haioş, doboş, jerbo, langoş) are Hungarian words because Hungarian cuisine launched them, as one must admit that words like tochitură, drob, pârjoale, etc. do not have Hungarian equivalents because they are Romanian dishes.
The name kürtőskalács has not penetrated the Romanian language yet -the words used by Romanians are either transcriptions, borrowings, adapted or coined variants (cozonac secuiesc, colac secuiesc), or even calques (the case of tulnic, which is used to echo the phonetic similarity of kürt/trumpet and kürtő/ chimney stove in Hungarian, as tulnic means a kind of trumpet and the same goes with the word bucium). Interestingly enough, neither tulnic nor bucium came to be used in Romanian with the meaning of kürtőskalács, which might prove they are mere attempts to provide a literal translation for this term. Thus, the lack of a name usually means the lack of a referent in semantics, meaning that chimney cake was not common in Romanian gastronomy until quite recently. What is more, the recipe of chimney cake is not listed in Romanian cookbooks, the only exception being Lucreţia Oprean 's volume (1972: 234) , which refers to Kürtös kalács (also called Tulnici ) as a Hungarian product.
Whose is kürtőskalács after all? Judging by the etymology of the term and its historical recordings, one might say that it belongs to the Hungarian gastronomic language and culture. Judging by the impressive variety of similar dishes, one would say that it is Central European. What is certain is the fact that today it is a popular marker of the Transylvanian region's cultural identity.
